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Abstract
Token-based authentication is commonly used to enable a single-sign-on experience
on the web, in mobile applications and on enterprise networks using a wide range of open
standards and network authentication protocols: clients sign on to an identity provider
using their username/password to obtain a cryptographic token generated with a master
secret key, and store the token for future accesses to various services and applications.
The authentication server(s) are single point of failures that if breached, enable attackers
to forge arbitrary tokens or mount offline dictionary attacks to recover client credentials.
Our work is the first to introduce and formalize the notion of password-based threshold token-based authentication which distributes the role of an identity provider among
n servers. Any t servers can collectively verify passwords and generate tokens, while no
t − 1 servers can forge a valid token or mount offline dictionary attacks. We then introduce PASTA, a general framework that can be instantiated using any threshold token
generation scheme, wherein clients can “sign-on” using a two-round (optimal) protocol
that meets our strong notions of unforgeability and password-safety.
We instantiate and implement our framework in C++ using two threshold message
authentication codes (MAC) and two threshold digital signatures with different trade-offs.
Our experiments show that the overhead of protecting secrets and credentials against
breaches in PASTA, i.e. compared to a naı̈ve single server solution, is extremely low
(1-5%) in the most likely setting where client and servers communicate over the internet.
The overhead is higher in case of MAC-based tokens over a LAN (though still only a few
milliseconds) due to public-key operations in PASTA. We show, however, that this cost
is inherent by proving a symmetric-key only solution impossible.
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Introduction

Token-based authentication is arguably the most common way we obtain authorized access
to resources, services, and applications on the internet and on enterprise networks.
Open standards such as JSON Web Token (JWT) [jwt] and SAML [sam] are widely
used to facilitate single-sign-on authentication by allowing clients to initially sign on using
a standard mechanism such as username/password verification to obtain and locally store a
token in a cookie or the local storage. The token can then be used for all future accesses to
various applications without client involvement, until it expires.
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A similar mechanism is used, via open standards such as OAuth [oau] and OpenID [ope],
by many companies including Google, Facebook and Amazon [goo, fac, ama] to enable their
users to share information about their accounts with (or authenticate themselves to) third
party applications or websites without revealing their passwords to them.
Finally, network authentication protocols such as Kerberos [ker] are commonly used by
enterprises (e.g. Active Directory in Windows Servers) to, periodically but infrequently,
authenticate clients with their credentials and issue them a ticket-granting ticket (TGT) that
they can use to request access to various services on the enterprise network such as printers,
internal web and more.
It is therefore no surprise that most software-based secret management systems provide
tokens as a primary method for authenticating clients. For example, consider the following
statement from the popular open source solution Vault by Hashicorp [vau]:
“The token auth method is built-in and is at the core of client authentication. Other
auth methods may be used to authenticate a client, but they eventually result in the
generation of a client token managed by the token backend.”

In all these cases, the authentication flow is effectively the same. A client signs on with
its username/password, typically by sending hash of its password to an identity provider.
The identity server who stores the username along with its hashed passwords as part of a
registration phase, verifies the client’s credential by matching the hash during the sign-on
process before issuing an authentication token using a master secret key (see Figure 1). The
token is generated by computing a digital signature or a message authentication code (all the
above-mentioned standards support both digital signatures and MACs) on a message that
can contain client’s information/attributes, expiration time and a policy that would control
the nature of access. The token is later verified by an application server which holds the
verification key (for MACs this is equal to the master secret key). See Figure 2 for a sample
JWT authenticated using HMAC [FIP02]. Note that the only secret known to the client is
its password, and the device the client uses for access stores the temporary authentication
token on its behalf. Besides this temporary (and often restricted) token, client devices do
not store any long term secrets that are used to authenticate the client.
However, such an identity provider is a single point of failure that if breached, enables an
attacker to (i) recover the master secret key and forge arbitrary tokens that enable access to
arbitrary resources and information in the system and (ii) obtain hashed passwords to use as
part of an offline dictionary attack to recover client credentials.
Security against server breach. We propose the notion of Password-based Threshold
Authentication (PbTA), for distributing the role of the identity provider among n servers
who collectively verify clients’ passwords and generate authentication tokens for them (see
Figure 3 for a generic flow).
PbTA enables any t (2 ≤ t ≤ n) servers to authenticate the
client and generate valid tokens while any attacker who compromises at most t − 1 servers
cannot forge valid tokens or mount offline dictionary attacks, thus providing very strong
unforgeability and password-safety properties.

1.1

Our Contributions

We formally introduce the notion of Password-based Threshold Authentication (PbTA) with
the goal of making password-based token generation secure against server breaches that could
compromise both long-term keys and user credentials. Our contributions are as follows:
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Figure 1: The generic flow diagram of commonly used password-based token generation solutions.
The figure shows only the sign-on phase which is preceded by a one-time registration phase (not
shown) where the client stores its username (usr) and the hash (h) of its password with the identity
provider. msk is the secret key used for generating tokens and vk is used for verifying them.

Figure 2: A sample JSON Web Token [jwt] that uses HMAC. The base64 encoded token on the left
is what is sent and stored. When decoded, it contains a header with algorithm and token type, a
payload that includes various attributes and a HMAC of header/payload.
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Figure 3: Generic flow diagrams of a PbTA protocol. For more detailed explanation see Section 1.1.
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Defining security for PbTA We formalize password-based threshold authentication, and
establish the necessary security requirements of token unforgeability and password-safety in
presence of an adversary who may breach a subset of the identity servers. Our game-based
definitions are strong and intuitive, and consider security in a multi-client setting where
many clients use the same identity provider. Adversary could corrupt clients in an adaptive
fashion during the game. We note that an alternative approach would be to use the Universal
Composability framework [Can01] as followed in some prior work involving password-based
authentication (e.g. [JKKX17]) . We chose to focus on game-based definitions that are much
simpler to work with but comprehensive enough to cover a very broad set of attack scenarios.
The PASTA framework We propose a general framework called PASTA, that uses as
building blocks any threshold oblivious pseudorandom function (TOPRF) and any threshold
token generation (TTG) scheme, i.e. a threshold MAC or digital signature. PASTA meets
our stringent security requirements for PbTA.
After a one-time registration phase, a client just needs to remember its password. It can
sign-on using a two-round protocol wherein the servers do not talk to each other (assuming
only that the servers communicate to the client over an authenticated channel). Thus, PASTA
requires minimal interaction.
The sign-on protocol ensures that if the client’s password is correct, he obtains a valid
authentication token: client sends a request message to a subset of the servers, and servers
respond with messages of their own. If the client password is a match, it can combine server
responses to obtain a valid token (see Figure 3) 1 . Otherwise, it does not learn anything.
At the first glance, it may seem unnatural to define a general framework that works for
both symmetric-key tokens (i.e. MAC) and public-key tokens (i.e. digital signature). Though
their verification procedures are different in terms of being private or public, note that their
token generation procedures are both private. PASTA focuses on generating tokens, hence it
works for both types of tokens.
Instantiations and Implementation We instantiate and implement our framework in
C++ with four different threshold token generation schemes: block-cipher based and DDHbased threshold MACs of Naor et al. [NPR99], threshold RSA-based signature of Shoup [Sho00]
and threshold pairing-based signature of Boldyreva [Bol03]. Each instantiation has its own
advantages and disadvantages. When instantiated with a threshold MAC, we obtain a more
efficient solution but the tokens are not publicly verifiable, i.e. vk in Figure 1 and Figure 3b
stored in the application server would be the same as the master secret key msk, since the
verifier needs the secret key for verification.2 PASTA with RSA-based and pairing-based
token generation are more expensive but are publicly verifiable. Among the signature-based
solutions, the pairing-based one is faster since signing does not require pairings but the RSAbased solution has faster verification and produces signatures that are compatible with legacy
applications.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is also the first to implement
1

Note that in this setting, as opposed to the naı̈ve solution (Figure 1), no matching takes place on the
identity provider side. In particular, an ID-server does not check against a record stored in the registration
phase, because, if it did, one can easily see that offline attacks would be possible even if a single server is
breached. See Section 2 for more details.
2
To achieve better security of the secret key, the verification process can also be made distributed using a
standard threshold MAC scheme. We omit the distributed verification in the rest of this paper because it is
not our focus.
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several of the threshold token generation schemes (not password-based) and report on their
performance.
Our experiments show that the overhead of obtaining security against server breaches
using PASTA, in the sign-on stage, is at most 5% compared to the naı̈ve solution of using
hashed passwords and a single-server token generation, in the most likely scenario where
clients connect to servers over the internet (a WAN network). This is primarily due to the
fact that in this case, network latency dominates the total runtime for all token types. The
overhead is a bit higher in the LAN setting but the total runtime of sign-on (steps 1-4 in
Figure 3b) is still very fast, ranging from 1.3 ms for (n, t) = (3, 2) with a symmetric-key
MAC token to 23 ms for (n, t) = (10, 10) with an RSA-based token, where n is the number
of servers and t is the threshold.
Necessity of public-key operations PASTA has its largest overhead compared to the
naı̈ve single-server solution, for symmetric-key based tokens in the LAN setting. This is because public-key operations dominate PASTA’s runtime while the naı̈ve solution only involves
symmetric-key operations. Nevertheless, we show that this inefficiency is inherent by proving
that public-key operations are necessary to achieve our notion of PbTA in Appendix D.

1.2

Related Work

Password-based techniques are the most common methods for authenticating users. However,
the traditional approach of storing hashed passwords on the servers is susceptible to offline
dictionary attacks [WW13, Dan]. Standard remedies such as salting or more advanced remedies such as memory-hard functions [Tar, ACP+ 17, ACK+ 16, DKAN, BZ17, BD16], pursued
in the recent password-hashing competition [phc], surely make the task of the attacker harder,
but do not resolve the fundamental issue of trusting a single server.
A large body of work considers distributed token generation through threshold digital signatures [DF90, DDFY94, GHKR08, DK01, Bol03, AMN01, GJKR96, GGN16, Sho00, BS01]
and threshold message authentication codes [BLMR13, NPR99, MPSN+ 03] which can protect
the master key against t − 1 breached servers. A separate line of work on threshold passwordauthenticated key exchange (T-PAKE) [MSJ02, DG03, AFP05, ACFP05, CLN15, KMTG05]
aims to prevent offline dictionary attacks in standard password-authenticated key exchange
(PAKE) [BPR00, BMP00, KOY01, GK10, KV11, CHK+ 05, PS10, KOY03] by employing
multiple servers.
While PAKE and T-PAKE solve the problem of establishing a secret key between a server
and a client, where the client authenticates with a password, they do not solve the problem
posed in this paper of distributing trust in password-based token generation. Specifically,
PbTA generates tokens and provides token unforgeability, which T-PAKE does not deal with.
Moreover, PbTA works in a setting where multiple clients share the same token generation
set-up, and guarantees that attacks on one client do not affect the security of others. Finally,
PbTA has a per-client registration phase that further differentiates it from PAKE and TPAKE.
It is also worth noting that a straightforward composition of a T-PAKE followed by a
threshold signature/MAC meets neither the efficiency nor the security requirements for PbTA.
For efficiency, recall that we require minimal interaction where servers need not communicate
with each other after a one-time setup procedure, and both the password verification and
the token generation can be performed simultaneously in two rounds. The most efficient TPAKE schemes require at least three rounds of interaction between the client and servers and
6

additional communication among the servers (which could further increase when combined
with threshold token generation). For security, it is unclear how to make such a composition
meet our strong unforgeability and password-safety properties which we elaborate on shortly.
Another line of work focuses on constructing password-based server-aided signatures [CLNS16,
XS03, Gan95, GT11, MR03]. However, they assume that apart from the password, a client
also needs to use a secret state (e.g. a shared secret key) to generate a signature. In contrast,
we focus on a solution in which a client only needs to use a password to generate a signature
(more generally, a token).
Password-protected secret sharing (PPSS) [BJSL11, JKKX17, ACNP16, JKK14, YHCL15,
CLLN14, CLN12, CEN15, JKKX16] considers the related problem of sharing a secret among
multiple servers where t servers can reconstruct the secret if client’s password verifies. This
line of work does not meet our goal of keeping the master secret distributed at all times for
use in a threshold token generation scheme. Moreover, PPSS is commonly studied in a single
client setting where each client has its own unique secret. As we will see shortly, the multiclient setting and the common master-key used for all clients introduces additional technical
challenges.
A very recent work of Harchol et al. [HAP18] implements and uses similar building blocks
to ours, i.e. a threshold oblivious PRF [JKKX17] and a proactive variant of threshold RSA
signature scheme [Sho00]. But it uses them for the different end goal of distributing server
secret keys and protecting client secret keys with a password in SSH implementations. As
such, it neither formalizes nor addresses the security/efficiency requirements of a passwordbased token generation scheme.

2

An Overview of PASTA

We start with a plain password-based token generation protocol that is insecure against
server breaches. As mentioned in Section 1, the plain protocol works as follows. In the
registration phase, a client registers with its username/password by storing its username and
hashed password h = H(password) on the identity server. In the sign-on phase, client sends
its username and hashed password h0 to the server; server checks if h0 = h for the username.
If the check passes, server then uses a master secret key msk to compute a token authmsk (x)
and sends it to client, where auth is either a MAC or a digital signature and x is the data
to be signed. In this solution, both the master secret key msk and the hashed password h
are compromised if the server is breached. Hence clients’ passwords could be recovered using
offline dictionary attacks.
Threshold solution A natural approach for protecting the master secret key msk is to
combine the above plain solution with a threshold token generation (TTG) scheme (i.e. a
threshold MAC or threshold signature). TTG schemes enable us to secret share msk among
n servers such that any t servers can jointly generate valid tokens while any subset of up to
t − 1 servers cannot forge valid tokens or recover msk. To combine with the plain solution,
the client registers to every server by sending its username and hashed password h in the
registration phase. Then in the sign-on phase, client sends to t servers its username and
hashed password h0 . Every server checks if the h = h0 for the username, and performs its
portion of the TTG scheme if the check passes. This solution guarantees the security of msk
when at most t − 1 servers are breached, but clients’ passwords are still vulnerable against
offline dictionary attacks even if a single server is breached.
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Changing secret information stored on servers The above two naı̈ve solutions follow
the same paradigm: server issues a token or executes the TTG scheme only if client is using
the correct password. In order to check if client is using the correct password in the signon phase, server needs to store some “secret information” about client’s password in the
registration phase. In the above solutions, this secret information is the hashed password. A
fundamental problem with this is that the secret information can be computed given only the
password, hence enabling offline dictionary attacks on the password. To resolve this issue,
we make the stored secret information also depend on a server-side secret.
This can be achieved by a threshold oblivious pseudorandom function (TOPRF) [FIPR05].
In a TOPRF protocol, a secret key k for a pseudorandom function F is initially shared among
n servers. A client can obtain a PRF value of its password h = Fk (password) by interacting
with t servers, without revealing any information about its password to servers. Moreover,
the function Fk (·) is computable by any t servers, but cannot be computed by up to t − 1
servers. To this end, the PRF value h = Fk (password) serves as our new secret information
stored on servers, and the protocol is now secure against offline dictionary attacks.
From four rounds to two rounds A TOPRF protocol requires at least two rounds. Hence
the sign-on phase in the above protocol requires at least four rounds: client and servers run
the TOPRF protocol which requires two rounds for the client to obtain h; client then sends
h back to servers as a third-round message; servers verify and respond with token shares of
the TTG scheme as fourth-round messages. We would like to reduce the interaction to two
rounds because network latency is a major bottleneck in the protocol especially over WAN
networks (see Section 7.2 for details).
On the one hand, in order to prevent offline dictionary attack, we require that the “secret
information” be computed jointly by client and servers, which requires at least two rounds.
On the other hand, servers must ensure that generation of token is only performed after the
secret information is checked, which also requires two rounds, so it seems that four rounds is
necessary to achieve our goal.
We resolve this deadlock by observing that the check does not have to be done on the
server side. Instead of checking the secret information and then participating in the TTG
scheme to generate token shares, the servers generate token shares directly and encrypt them
under the secret information h using a symmetric-key encryption scheme. The ciphertexts
are sent along with the second-round message of the TOPRF protocol. Now the protocol
only has two rounds, and the check is done on the client side: only if the client has used the
correct password in the first round of TOPRF can it calculate the correct h and decrypt the
ciphertexts to obtain t token shares, and combine them to recover the final token.
Mitigating client impersonation attacks There is still a subtle security problem. Consider an attacker who compromises a single server and retrieves the secret information h of
a client, and then impersonates the client to which h belongs without knowing its password
by participating in a sign-on protocol with the servers. The servers generate token shares,
encrypt them under h, and send back to the attacker. Since the attacker already knows h, it
can decrypt all the ciphertexts and combine the token shares to obtain a valid token without
ever knowing the client’s password or the master secret key. This issue occurs because when
reducing the round complexity from four to two, we make the servers generate token shares
without checking the secret information, but encrypt them using the secret information.
We address this issue by further modifying the secret information stored on servers. A
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client who computes h in the registration phase only sends hi = H0 (h, i) to server i where H0
is assumed to be a random oracle. In other words, h is never revealed to or stored by any
server, and each server only learns its corresponding hi . Later in the sign-on phase, token
shares are encrypted under the hi s. The client impersonation attack no longer works since
compromising certain servers only reveals the hi s of these servers to the attacker, while the
remaining hi s are still kept secret.
Multi-client security In our final protocol, we require that the only allowed attack is to
impersonate a certain client and try different passwords by participating in an online sign-on
protocol. This type of online attack is easy to detect in practice (e.g. if the same client
is trying to sign-on very frequently within a short period of time). But enforcing the same
across a large set of clients is not possible. Hence an important security requirement is that
attacking one client should not help in attacking any other client.
This is not true for the protocol we have described so far. Consider an attacker who
does not compromise any server, and performs the above online attack on one client3 , trying
all possible passwords. As a result, the attacker would obtain all the PRF values h =
P RFk (password) for all possible passwords. Then the attacker impersonates another client
by participating in a single sign-on protocol with the servers. Since the attacker already
knows all possible PRF values, it could try decrypting the ciphertexts sent from servers using
the collected dictionary of PRF values (offline) to find the correct value and hence recover
the password. In other words, he can leverage his online attack against one client to perform
offline attacks (after a single online interaction) on many other clients. Note that including
client username as part of the input to the PRF does not solve the problem either since
servers have no way of checking what username the attacker incorporates in the TOPRF
protocol without adding expensive zero-knowledge proofs to this effect to the construction.
One natural idea is to have a distinct TOPRF key for every client, so that PRF values
learned from one client would be useless for any other client. This means that servers need
to generate a sufficiently large number of TOPRF keys in the global setup phase, which
is not practical. There is a simple and efficient fix: we let every client generate its own
TOPRF key and secret share it between servers in the registration phase. This yields our
final protocol which we formally prove to meet all our security requirements under the gap
TOMDH assumption [JKKX17] in the random oracle model.

3

Preliminaries

We use κ to denote the security parameter. Let Z denote the set of all integers and Zn the
set {0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1}. Z∗n is defined as Z∗n := {x ∈ Zn | gcd(x, n) = 1}. We use [a, b] for
a, b ∈ Z, a ≤ b, to denote the set {a, a + 1, . . . , b − 1, b}. [b] denotes the set [1, b]. N denotes
the set of natural numbers.
We use x ←$ S to denote that x is sampled uniformly at random from a set S. We use
PPT as a shorthand for probabilistic polynomial time and negl to denote negligible functions.
We use JaK as a shorthand for (a, a1 , . . . , an ) where a1 , . . . , an are shares of a. A concrete
scheme will specify how the shares will be generated. The value of n will be clear from
context.
3

A smarter attacker would distribute its online attack across many clients to avoid detection. We use the
single client in this example just to highlight the underlying multi-client security issue.
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We use a ‘require’ statement in the description of an oracle to enforce some checks on the
inputs. If any of the checks fail, the oracle outputs ⊥.
In a security game, we use hOi to denote the collection of all the oracles defined in the
game. For e.g., if a game defines oracles O1 , . . . , O` , then for an adversary Adv, AdvhOi
denotes that Adv has access to the collection hOi := (O1 , . . . , O` ).
Shamir’s secret sharing. Shamir’s secret sharing is a simple way to generates shares of a secret
so that a threshold of the shares are sufficient to reconstruct the secret, while any smaller
number hides it completely. We consider a slightly more general form of Shamir’s sharing
here. Let GenShare be an algorithm that takes inputs p, n, t, {(i, αi )}i∈S s.t. t ≤ n < p, p is
prime, S ⊆ [0, n] and |S| < t. It picks a random polynomial f of degree at most t − 1 over
Zp s.t. f (i) = αi for all i ∈ S, and outputs f (0), f (1), . . . , f (n).
To generate a (t, n)-Shamir sharing of a secret s ∈ Zp , GenShare is given p, n, t and (0, s)
as inputs to produce shares s0 , s1 , . . . , sn . Using the shorthand defined above, one can write
the output compactly as JsK. Given any t or more of the shares, say
P {sj }j∈T for |T | ≥ t,
one can efficiently find coefficients {λj }j∈T such that s = f (0) = j∈T λj · sj . However,
knowledge of up to t − 1 shares reveals no information about s if it is chosen at random from
Zp .
Cyclic group generator. Let GroupGen be a PPT algorithm that on input 1κ outputs (p, g, G)
where p = Θ(κ), p is prime, G is a group of order p, and g is a generator of G. We will use
multiplication to denote the group operation.

3.1

Hardness Assumption

Threshold oblivious PRF (TOPRF) was introduced by Jarecki et al. [JKKX17] in a recent
work. They propose a simple TOPRF protocol called 2HashTDH and prove that it is UCsecure under the Gap Threshold One-More Diffie-Hellman (Gap-TOMDH) assumption in the
random oracle model. They also show that Gap-TOMDH is hard in the generic group model.
Rather than modeling TOPRF as a functionality in the UC-sense, we will explicitly
formalize two natural properties for it, obliviousness and unpredictability, in Section 4. We
will show that Jarecki et al.’s 2HashTDH protocol satisfies these properties under the same
assumption. Here, we formally state the assumption.
For q1 , . . . , qn ∈ N and t0 , t ∈ N where t0 < t ≤ n, define MAXt0 ,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) to be the
n
largest value of ` such that there exists binary vectors
Pu1 , . . . , u` ∈ {0, 1} such that each
0
ui has t − t number of 1’s in it and (q1 , . . . , qn ) ≥
i∈[`] ui . (All operations on vectors
are component-wise integer operations.) Looking ahead, t and t0 will be the parameters in
the security definition of TOPRF and PbTA (t will be the threshold and t0 the number of
corrupted parties).
Definition 3.1 (Gap-TOMDH) A cyclic group generator GroupGen satisfies the Gap Threshold One-More Diffie-Hellman (Gap-TOMDH) assumption if for all t0 , t, n, N such that t0 <
t ≤ n and for all PPT adversary Adv, there exists a negligible function negl s.t. One-MoreAdv
(1κ , t0 , t, n, N ) (Figure 4) outputs 1 with probability at most negl(κ).
In this game, a random polynomial of degree t − 1 is picked but Adv gets to choose its
value at t0 points (steps 3 and 4). Adv gets access to two oracles:
− O allows it to compute xki , where ki is the value of the randomly chosen polynomial at
i, for ki that it does not know. A counter qi is incremented for every such call.
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One-MoreAdv (1κ , t0 , t, n, N ):
1. (p, g, G) ← GroupGen(1κ )
2. g1 , . . . , gN ←$ G
3. ({(i, αi )}i∈U , st) ← Adv(p, g, G, g1 , . . . , gN ), where U ⊆ [n], |U| = t0
4. (k0 , k1 , . . . , kn ) ← GenShare(p, n, t, {(i, αi )}i∈U )
5. q1 , . . . , qn := 0
6. ((g10 , h1 ), . . . , (g`0 , h` )) ← AdvhOi (st)
7. output 1 iff
− ` > MAXt0 ,t (q1 , . . . , qn ),
k

− ∀ i ∈ [`], gi0 ∈ {g1 , . . . , gN } and hi = gi0 0 , and
− ∀ i, j ∈ [`] s.t. i 6= j, gi0 6= gj0 .
O(i, x):
− require: i ∈ [n] \ U, x ∈ G
− increment qi by 1
− return xki
ODDH (g1 , g2 , h1 , h2 )
− require: g1 , g2 , h1 , h2 ∈ G
− return 1 iff ∃ a ∈ Zp s.t. g2 = g1a and h2 = ha1

Figure 4: Gap-TOMDH game
− ODDH allows it to check if the discrete log of g2 w.r.t. g1 is the same as the discrete log
of h2 w.r.t. h1 .
Intuitively, to compute a pair of the form (g, g k0 ), Adv should somehow get access to k0 .
It clearly knows ki for i ∈ U, but shares outside U can only be obtained in the exponent,
with the help of oracle O. One option for Adv is to invoke O with (i, g) for at least t − t0
different values of i outside of U, and then combine them together along with the ki it knows
to obtain g k0 .
If Adv sticks to this strategy, it would have to repeat it entirely to compute hk0 for
a different base h. It could invoke O on different subsets of [n] for different basis, but
MAXt0 ,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) will be the maximum number of pairs of type (x, xk0 ) it will be able to
generate through this process.
Certainly, an adversary is not restricted to producing pairs in the way described above.
However, Gap-TOMDH assumes that no matter what strategy a PPT adversary takes, it can
effectively do no better than this.

3.2

Threshold Token Generation

A threshold token generation (TTG) scheme distributes the task of generating tokens for
authentication among a set of n servers, such that at least a threshold t number of servers
must be contacted to compute a token. TTG provides a strong unforgeability guarantee:
even if t0 < t of the servers are corrupt, any time a token on some new value x is needed, at
least t − t0 servers must be contacted.
We formally define a TTG scheme and the unforgeability guarantee associated with it
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below.
Definition 3.2 (Threshold Token Generation) A threshold token generation scheme TTG
is a tuple of four PPT algorithms (Setup, PartEval, Combine, Verify) that satisfies the consistency property below.
− Setup(1κ , n, t) → (JskK, vk, pp). It generates a secret key sk, shares sk1 , sk2 , . . ., skn of
the key, a verification key vk, and public parameters pp. Share ski is given to party i.
(pp will be an implicit input in the algorithms below.)
− PartEval(ski , x) → yi . It generates shares of token for an input. Party i computes the
i-th share yi for x by running PartEval with ski and x.
− Combine({i, yi }i∈S ) =: tk/⊥. It combines the shares received from parties in the set S to
generate a token tk. If the algorithm fails, its output is denoted by ⊥.
− Verify(vk, x, tk) =: 1/0. It verifies whether token tk is valid for x or not using the
verification key vk. (Output 1 denotes validity.)
Consistency. For all κ ∈ N, any n, t ∈ N such that t ≤ n, all (JskK, vk, pp) generated by
Setup(1κ , n, t), any value x, and any set S ⊆ [n] of size at least t, if yi ← PartEval(ski , x) for
i ∈ S, then Verify(vk, x, Combine({(i, yi )}i∈S )) = 1.
Definition 3.3 (Unforgeability) A threshold token generation scheme TTG := (Setup,
PartEval, Combine, Verify) is unforgeable if for all PPT adversaries Adv, there exists a negligible function negl such the probability that the following game outputs 1 is at most negl(κ).
UnforgeabilityTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t):
− Initialize. Run Setup(1κ , n, t) to get (JskK, vk, pp). Give pp to Adv.
− Corrupt. Receive the set of corrupt parties U from Adv, where t0 := |U| < t. Give
{ski }i∈U to Adv.
− Evaluate. In response to Adv’s query (Eval, x, i) for i ∈ [n]\U, return yi := PartEval(ski , x).
Repeat this step as many times as Adv desires.
− Challenge. Adv outputs (x? , tk? ). Check if
− |{i | Adv made a query (Eval, x? , i)}| < t − t0 and
− Verify(vk, x? , tk? ) = 1.
Output 1 if and only if both checks succeed.
The unforgeability property captures the requirement that it must not be possible to
generate a valid token on some value if less than t − t0 servers are contacted with that value.

4

Threshold Oblivious Pseudo-Random Function

A pseudo-random function (PRF) family is a keyed family of deterministic functions. A
function chosen at random from the family is indistinguishable from a random function.
Oblivious PRF (OPRF) is an extension of PRF to a two-party setting where a server S holds
the key and a party P holds an input [FIPR05]. S can help P in computing the PRF value
on the input but in doing so P should not get any other information and S should not learn
P ’s input.
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Jarecki et al. [JKKX17] extend OPRF to a multi-server setting so that a threshold number
t of the servers are needed to compute the PRF on any input. Furthermore, a collusion of at
most t − 1 servers learns no information about the input. They propose a functionality for
TOPRF and show how to realize it in a UC-secure way. We instead treat TOPRF as a set
of algorithms that must satisfy two natural properties, unpredictability and obliviousness.

4.1

Definition

Definition 4.1 (Threshold Oblivious Pseudo-Random Function) An (X , R)-threshold
oblivious pseudo-random function (TOPRF) TOP is a tuple of four PPT algorithms (Setup,
Encode, Eval, Combine) that satisfies the consistency property below.
− Setup(1κ , n, t) → (JskK, pp). It generates n secret key shares sk1 , sk2 , . . ., skn and public parameters pp. Share ski is given to party i. (pp will be an implicit input in the
algorithms below.)
− Encode(x, ρ) =: c. It generates an encoding c of x ∈ X using randomness ρ ∈ R.
− Eval(ski , c) =: zi . It generates shares of TOPRF value from an encoding. Party i computes the i-th share zi from c by running Eval with ski and c.
− Combine(x, {(i, zi )}i∈S , ρ) =: h/⊥. It combines the shares received from parties in the set
S using randomness ρ to generate a value h. If the algorithm fails, its output is denoted
by ⊥.
Consistency. For all κ ∈ N, any n, t ∈ N such that t ≤ n, all (JskK, pp) generated by
Setup(1κ , n, t), any value x ∈ X , any randomness ρ, ρ0 ∈ R, and any two sets S, S 0 ⊆ [n]
of size at least t, if c := Encode(x, ρ), c0 := Encode(x, ρ0 ), zi := Eval(ski , c) for i ∈ S, and
zj0 := Eval(skj , c0 ) for j ∈ S 0 , then Combine(x, {(i, zi )}i∈S , ρ) = Combine(x, {(j, zj0 )}j∈S 0 , ρ0 )
6= ⊥.
Thus, irrespective of the randomness used to encode an x and the set of parties whose
shares are combined, the output of Combine does not change (as long as Combine is given the
same randomness used for encoding). We call this output the output of the TOPRF on x,
and denote it by TOP(sk, x).
Public combine. We also consider a public combine algorithm PubCombine that could
be run by anyone with access to just the partial evaluations. It would be used to check
if a purported set of evaluations can lead to the right PRF value or not. Formally, for
Z := {(i, zi )}i∈S generated in the same manner as in the consistency property, and any
arbitrary Z ? := {(i, zi? )}i∈S , if PubCombine(Z) = PubCombine(Z ? ) then Combine(x, Z, ρ) =
Combine(x, Z ? , ρ). More importantly though, if the former equality does not hold then the
later must not hold either (with high probability).

4.2

Security properties

We want a TOPRF scheme to satisfy two properties, unpredictability and obliviousness.
Unpredictability mandates that it must be difficult to predict TOPRF output on a random
value, and obliviousness mandates that the random value itself is hard to guess even if the
TOPRF output is available.
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UnpredictabilityTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t):
− (JskK, pp) ← Setup(1κ , n, t)
− U ← Adv(pp)
− x̃ ←$ X
− q1 , . . . , qn := 0
− h? ← AdvhOi ({ski }i∈U )
− output 1 iff TOP(sk, x̃) = h?
Oenc&eval ():
− c := Encode(x̃, ρ) for ρ ←$ R
− for i ∈ [n] \ U, zi ← Eval(ski , c)
− return c, {zi }i∈[n]\U
Oeval (i, c):
− require: i ∈ [n] \ U
− increment qi by 1
− return Eval(ski , c)
Ocheck (h):
− return 1 if h = TOP(sk, x̃); else return 0

Figure 5: Unpredictability game
Definition 4.2 (Unpredictability) A (X , R)-TOPRF TOP := (Setup, Encode, Eval, Combine)
is unpredictable if for all n, t ∈ N, t ≤ n, and PPT adversaries Adv, there exists a negligible
function negl s.t.
Pr[UnpredictabilityTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t) = 1] ≤

MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn )
+ negl(κ),
|X |

(4.1)

where Unpredictability is defined in Figure 5.
Our unpredictability definition provides several interfaces to an adversary Adv. Oracle
Oenc&eval can be called any number of times to get different sets of partial evaluations on
the challenge input x̃, but the randomness used in this process is not revealed to Adv. If
no query is made to Oeval , so that none of the qi change, then Adv’s probability of guessing
the TOPRF output on x̃ should be negligible (see Eq. (4.1)). In other words, any number of
partial evaluations by themselves should not help at all.
Adv could, however, encode an arbitrary input itself, get partial evaluations through Oeval ,
and then combine them to learn the TOPRF output. It could also check if this output is same
as the TOPRF output on the challenge input through Ocheck . Thus, by repeatedly querying
Oeval , adversary can increase its chances of making the right guess. Eq. (4.1) requires that
the probability of success should be no more than the maximum number of TOPRF outputs
Adv can learn through this process over the size of password space. In some sense, this is the
best we can hope to achieve.
Definition 4.3 (Obliviousness) An (X , R)-TOPRF TOP := (Setup, Encode, Eval, Combine)
is oblivious if for all n, t ∈ N, t ≤ n, and all PPT adversaries Adv, there exists a negligible
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ObliviousnessTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t):
− (JskK, pp) ← Setup(1κ , n, t)
− U ← Adv(pp)
− x̃ ←$ X
− q1 , . . . , qn := 0
− x? ← AdvhOi ({ski }i∈U )
− output 1 iff x? = x̃
Oenc&eval ():
− c := Encode(x̃, ρ) for ρ ←$ R
− for i ∈ [n], zi ← Eval(ski , c)
− h := Combine(x̃, {(i, zi )}i∈[n] , ρ)
− return c, {zi }i∈[n]\U , h
Oeval (i, c):
− require: i ∈ [n] \ U
− increment qi by 1
− return Eval(ski , c)

Figure 6: Obliviousness game
function negl s.t.
Pr[ObliviousnessTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t) = 1] ≤

MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) + 1
+ negl(κ),
|X |

(4.2)

where Obliviousness is defined in Figure 6.
The obliviousness definition differs from unpredictability in small but crucial ways. Unlike
the unpredictability game, Adv directly gets h from Oenc&eval because our goal is not to
challenge the adversary on guessing the TOPRF output. Adv can still use Oeval to learn new
TOPRF outputs and check (by itself) it they match with h or not. Thus it can improve its
chances of guessing x̃. The bound of Eq. 4.2 differs slightly from that of Eq. 4.1 though:
there is an extra additive factor of 1 in the former case. This is to take into account that Adv
can output a guess for x̃ different from the ones it has tried in the game.

4.3

Construction

We recall here the TOPRF construction, 2HashTDH, of Jarecki et al. [JKKX17, Section 3],
for an input space X . We refer to this construction as TOP from here onwards.
− Setup(1κ , n, t). Run GroupGen(1κ ) to get (p, g, G). Pick an sk at random from Zp . Let
JskK ← GenShare(p, n, t, (0, sk)) be a (t, n)-Shamir sharing of sk. Let H1 : X ×G → {0, 1}κ
and H2 : X → G be hash functions. Output JskK and pp := (p, g, G, n, t, H1 , H2 ).
− Encode(x, ρ). Output H2 (x)ρ .

− Eval(ski , c). Output cski .
− Combine(x, {(i, zi )}i∈S ,Q
ρ). If |S| < t − 1, output ⊥. Else, use S to find coefficients
−1
{λi }i∈S , compute z := i∈S ziλi , and output H1 (xkz ρ ).
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It is easy to see that TOP is a consistent (X , Z∗p )-TOPRF scheme.
We prove unpredictability and obliviousness of TOP in Appendix A.1 and A.2, respectively.
Public combine. One can define PubCombine({(i, zi )}i∈S ) for 2HashTDH to output z, the
intermediate value in Combine. Given x, z and ρ, the output of Combine is fixed. So, if
an arbitrary set of partial evaluations produces the same z, Combine would output the same
−1
−1
thing. Moreover, if PubCombine produces a z ? different from z, then z ?ρ 6= z ρ , and output
of Combine will be different with high probability (assuming that H1 is collision-resistant).

5

Password-based Threshold Authentication

In a password-based threshold authentication (PbTA) system, there are n servers and any
number of clients. PbTA is naturally split into four phases: (i) during a global set-up
phase, a master secret key is shared among the servers, which they later use to generate
authentication tokens, (ii) in the registration phase, a client C computes sign-up messages
(one for each server) based on its username and password and sends them to the servers.
Each server processes the message it receives and stores a unique record for that client. (iii)
in the sign-on phase, a client initiates authentication by sending a request message that
incorporates its username/password and additional information to be included in the token.
Each server computes a response using its record for the client. This response contains shares
of the authentication token the client eventually wants to obtain. If client’s password is a
match he is able to combine and finalize the token shares into a single valid token for future
accesses. (iv) The finalized token can be verified using a verification algorithm that takes a
public or private (depending on the token type) verification key to validate that the token was
generated using the unique master secret key. The verification process can also be distributed
among multiple servers (may be required for MAC-based tokens) but for simplicity we use a
centralized verification phase.
We also note that in a PbTA scheme, clients need not store any persistent secret information. The only secret they need to sign-on is their password which would not be stored
anywhere. The device(s) a client uses to sign-on can store certain public parameters of the
system (e.g. the identities of the servers).
For simplicity, we assume that clients choose passwords uniformly at random from a space
P. Our definitions can be extended to the general case.

5.1

Algorithms

Definition 5.1 (Password-based Threshold Authentication) A PbTA scheme Π is a
tuple of seven PPT algorithms (GlobalSetup, SignUp, Store, Request, Respond, Finalize, Verify)
that satisfies the correctness requirement below.
− GlobalSetup(1κ , n, t, P) → (JskK, vk, pp). It takes the security parameter, number of
servers n, a threshold t and the space of passwords P as inputs. It outputs a secret key
sk, shares sk1 , sk2 , . . ., skn of the key, and a verification key vk. The public parameters
pp include all the inputs to GlobalSetup and some other information if needed.
pp will be an implicit input in the algorithms below. The n servers will be denoted by
S1 , . . . , Sn . Si receives (ski , pp) and initializes a set of records reci := ∅, for i ∈ [n].
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Registration phase.
− SignUp(C, pwd) → {(C, msgi )}i∈[n] . It takes as inputs a client id C and a password
pwd ∈ P, and outputs a message for each server.
− Store(C, msgi ) =: reci,C . It takes as input a client id C and a message msgi , and outputs
a record reci,C . Si stores (C, reci,C ) in its list of records reci if no record for C exists;
otherwise, it does nothing.
Sign-on phase.
− Request(C, pwd, x, T ) → (st, {(C, x, reqi )}i∈T ). It takes as inputs a client id C, a password pwd, a value x, and a set T ⊆ [n], and outputs a secret state st and request messages
{reqi }i∈T . For i ∈ T , (C, x, reqi ) is sent to Si .
− Respond(ski , reci , C, x, reqi ) → resi . It takes as inputs the secret key share ski , the record
set reci , a client id C, a value x and a request message reqi , and outputs a response
message resi .
− Finalize(st, {resi }i∈T ) =: tk. It takes as input a secret state st and response messages
{resi }i∈T , and outputs a token tk.
Verification.
− Verify(vk, C, x, tk) → {0, 1}. It takes as inputs the verification key vk, a client id C, a
value x and a token tk, and outputs 1 (denotes validity) or 0.
Correctness. For all κ ∈ N, any n, t ∈ N such that t ≤ n, any password space P, all
(JskK, vk, pp) generated by Setup(1κ , n, t, P), any client id C, any password pwd ∈ P, any value
x, and any T ⊆ [n] of size at least t, if
− ((C, msg1 ), . . . , (C, msgn )) ← SignUp(C, pwd),
− reci,C := Store(C, msgi ) for i ∈ [n],
− (st, {(C, x, reqi )}i∈T ) ← Request(C, pwd, x, T ),
− resi ← Respond(ski , reci , C, x, reqi ) for i ∈ T , and
− tk := Finalize(st, {resi }i∈T ),
then Verify(vk, C, x, tk) = 1.

5.2

Security properties

We define security properties for PbTA with the help of a security game, described in Figure
7 in detail. In the security game, an adversary Adv gets access to a number of oracles, which
run PbTA algorithms and do some bookkeeping. 4
We do not allow the adversary to interfere with the registration phase. We assume
that registration happens over secure channels. In practice, a client would establish a TLS
connection with the servers over which it will send the sign-up messages. (Thus, the actual
number of rounds in registration could be several.) The sign-on phase, however, is completely
under the control of the adversary. Adversary can insert, delete or modify messages sent
between clients and servers, even if client/server is not corrupt. This is captured by providing
Adv access to three oracles for the three different algorithms of the sign-on phase (as opposed
to just one oracle for registration). Adv can give any input to these oracles.
At the start of the game, GlobalSetup is run to generate shares of the master secret,
verification key, public parameters and decryption keys. Public parameters are given to Adv.
4
During a run of an oracle, if an algorithm does not produce a valid output, then the oracle stops immediately and returns ⊥. We do not make this explicit in Figure 7 for simplicity.
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SecGameΠ,Adv (1κ , n, t, P):
− (JskK, vk, pp, (SK1 , . . . , SKn )) ← GlobalSetup(1κ , n, t, P)
− (U, C ? , stadv ) ← Adv(pp)

# U: corrupt servers, C ? : targeted client

− V := ∅

# set of corrupt clients

− PwdList := ∅

# list of (C, pwd) pairs, indexed by C

− ReqListC,i := ∅ for i ∈ [n]

# token requests C makes to Si

− ct := 0, LiveSessions = []

# LiveSessions is indexed by ct

− TokList := ∅

# list of tokens generated through Ofinal

− QC,i := 0 for all C and i ∈ [n]
− QC,x := 0 for all C and x
− out ← AdvhOi ({ski }i∈U , {SKi }i∈U , stadv )
Ocorrupt (C).
− V := V ∪ {C}
− if (C, ?) ∈ PwdList, return PwdList[C]
Oregister (C).
− require: PwdList[C] = ⊥
− pwd ←$ P
− add (C, pwd) to PwdList
− ((C, msg1 ), . . . , (C, msgn )) ← SignUp(C, pwd)
− reci,C := Store(C, msgi ) for all i ∈ [n]
− add reci,C to reci for all i ∈ [n]
Oreq (C, x, T ).
− require: PwdList[C] 6= ⊥
− (st, {reqi }i∈T ) ← Request(C, PwdList[C])
− LiveSessions[ct] := st
− add reqi to ReqListC,i for i ∈ T
− increment ct by 1
− return {reqi }i∈T
Oresp (i, C, x, reqi ).
− resi ← Respond(ski , reci , C, x, reqi )
− if reqi ∈
/ ReqListC,i , increment QC,i by 1
− increment QC,x by 1
− return resi
Ofinal (ct, {resi }i∈S ).
− st := LiveSessions[ct]
− tk := Finalize(st, {resi }i∈S )
− add tk to TokList
− return tk
Overify (C, x, tk).
− return Verify(vk, C, x, tk)

Figure 7: Security game for PbTA
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It outputs the set of servers U it wants to corrupt and the client C ? it wants to target.
A number of variables are initialized before Adv is given access to the oracles. V keeps track
of clients as they are corrupted in the game, through Ocorrupt oracle. PwdList stores clients’
passwords in the form of (id, password) pairs, indexed by id, as they sign-up. ReqListC,i
stores the requests generated by C for the i-th server. These requests will not be counted
against the adversary, as we will see later.
Oreq (C, x, T ) allows Adv to start a sign-on session of C—who may not be corrupt—with
servers in T to generate a token on x. Oreq runs Request to generate request messages,
using the password of C stored in PwdList. While these messages are revealed to Adv, C’s
intermediate state st is stored in LiveSessions at position ct. Adv can resume this sign-on
session at any point in the future by invoking Ofinal with ct and any arbitrary responses from
the servers in T .
Oresp can be invoked to get responses from a server as part of the sign-on phase. Adv
can invoke Oresp with any message (C, x, reqi ) of its choice. Oserver does not check if reqi
was indeed generated by C or not; a response is generated anyway, and returned to the
adversary. However, if the request reqi was not generated by C before, then this could give
some advantage to Adv in attacking C; so we increment a counter QC,i in this case. A
different counter QC,x is incremented even if reqi was generated by C. This is just to count
the number of times different servers are invoked on C and x. If this number is less than
even t − |U|, then Adv should not be able to generate a token on (C, x) except with negligible
probability (see Def. 5.3, first point).
Note that the counters Q are separate for each client. If Oserver is invoked with a certain
client id, then the counters for just that id are updated. When we define the security properties for PbTA below, only the counters for C ? (the target client) are taken into account.
Thus, we consider Adv to be attacking C ? only when it reveals this id to the servers. In
other words, we do not allow Adv to gain any advantage in attacking C ? if it pretends to be
someone else.
Ofinal , as mentioned before, can be used to resume a sign-on session. Client’s state st is
retrieved from LiveSessions, and Finalize is run on st and the server responses given as input.
Adv can provide any arbitrary response on behalf of any server—even the ones that are not
corrupt. The token generated through Finalize is given to Adv and added to TokList. Finally,
Adv can use Overify to check if a token is valid or not.
We are now ready to formally state the two security properties we would like any PbTA
scheme to satisfy.
Definition 5.2 (Password Safety) A PbTA scheme Π is password safe if for all n, t ∈ N,
t ≤ n, all password space P and all PPT adversary Adv in SecGameΠ,Adv (1κ , n, t, P) (Figure
7), there exists a negligible function negl s.t.
Pr[C ? ∈
/ V ∧ out = PwdList[C ? ] 6= ⊥] ≤

MAX|U |,t (QC ? ,1 , . . . , QC ? ,n ) + 1
+ negl(κ).
|P|

(5.1)

To get some intuition into the above definition, consider the following attack. Adv guesses
a password for C ? , generates request messages on its own (so that it knows the intermediate
state), invokes Oresp to get the corresponding responses, combines them using Finalize to get
a token, and finally checks if the token is valid or not. If the password guess was correct,
then the token would be valid by the correctness property of PbTA.
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As such, Adv is not restricted to attacking a PbTA scheme in the above manner. However,
we require that, essentially, this is the best it can do. MAX|U |,t (QC ? ,1 , . . . , QC ? ,n ) in Eq. 5.1
gives a bound on the number of password attempts Adv can make through the above attack.
We do not penalize Adv for just replaying the requests generated by C itself by not
incrementing QC,i in those cases. The additive factor of 1 captures the possibility that Adv
can output a new guess at the end of the game (similar to the obliviousness property for
TOPRF, see Def. 4.3).
Definition 5.3 (Unforgeability) A PbTA scheme Π is unforgeable if for all n, t ∈ N,
t ≤ n, all password space P and all PPT adversary Adv in SecGameΠ,Adv (1κ , n, t, P) (Figure
7), there exists a negligible function negl s.t.
− if QC ? ,x? < t − |U |,
Pr[Verify(vk, C ? , x? , tk? ) = 1] ≤ negl(κ);

(5.2)

− else
Pr[C ? ∈
/ V ∧ tk? ∈
/ TokList ∧ Verify(vk, C ? , x? , tk? ) = 1] ≤
MAX|U |,t (QC ? ,1 , . . . , QC ? ,n )
+ negl(κ), (5.3)
|P|
where Adv’s output out is parsed as (x? , tk? ).
The security game for unforgeability is the same as password-safety (Figure 7) but Adv
produces a token tk? now. The probability of it being valid on (C ? , x? ) depends on several
cases. First, if the value of QC ? ,x? is smaller than even t − |U|, then Adv didn’t even contact
enough servers on (C ? , x? ). So we would like its probability of producing a valid token to be
negligible. (Eq. 5.2 also captures that querying servers on (C, x) for a different C or x than
C ? and x? should not help.)
If Adv does contact enough servers and C ? was corrupted, then Adv can easily generate
a valid token; so this case is not interesting. However, if C ? is not corrupt but Adv is able
to guess its password, then it can also produce a valid token (with respect to C ? only).
Comparing Eq. 5.3 and 5.1, one can see that unforgeability property basically requires that
this is the best Adv can do.

6

PASTA: Our Construction

In this section we present PASTA, our framework for building PbTA schemes. PASTA
provides a way to combine any threshold token generation scheme (TTG) and any threshold
oblivious PRF (TOP) in a black-box way to build a PbTA scheme that provides strong
password-safety and unforgeability guarantees. Figure 8 provides a complete description of
the framework.
PASTA uses the two main underlying primitives, TTG and TOP, in a fairly light-weight
manner. The sign-on phase, which consists of Request, Respond and Finalize, does not add
any public-key operations on top of what the primitives may have. Request runs TOP.Encode
once; Respond runs both TOP.Eval and TTG.PartEval, but only once each; and, Finalize runs
TOP.Combine and TTG.Combine once each. Even though number of decryptions in Finalize
is proportional to t, these operations are very fast symmetric-key operations. Thus, PASTA
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makes minimal use of the two primitives that it builds on and its performance is mainly
governed by the efficiency of these primitives.
PASTA needs a key-binding symmetric-key encryption scheme so that when a ciphertext
is decrypted with a wrong key, decryption fails [Fis99]. Key-binding can be obtained very
efficiently in the random oracle model, for e.g., by appending a hash of the secret key to every
ciphertext.
For the sign-on phase, PASTA assumes that the servers communicate to clients over authenticated channels so that an adversary cannot send arbitrary messages to a client on behalf
of honest servers. PASTA does not assume that these channels provide any confidentiality.
Observe that if there is an authenticated channel in the other direction, namely the servers
can identity the sender of every message they receive, then passwords are not needed, and
hence a PbTA scheme is moot.
An important feature of PASTA, especially from the point of view of proving security, is
that the use of TOP and TTG overlaps very slightly. The output of TOP is used to encrypt
the partial evaluations of TTG but, apart from that, they operate independently. Thus,
even if TTG is broken in some manner, it would not affect the safety of clients’ passwords.
Furthermore, even if TOP is broken, a threshold number of servers would still be needed to
generate a token. However, PASTA must prevent against several other attack scenarios, as
captured by the game in Figure 7. The formal security guarantee of PASTA is stated as
follows.
Theorem 6.1 (Security of PASTA) If TTG is an unforgeable threshold token generation
scheme (Def. 3.3), TOP is an unpredictable (Def. 4.2) and oblivious (Def. 4.3) TOPRF, and
SKE is a key-binding CPA-secure symmetric-key encryption scheme, then the PbTA scheme
PASTA as described in Figure 8 is password-safe (Def. 5.2) and unforgeable (Def. 5.3) when
H is modeled as a random oracle.
Password-safety and unforgeability properties are proved in Appendix B.1 and B.2 respectively.

7

Performance Evaluation

We implement PASTA for four types of threshold token generation schemes: a block-cipher
based MAC [NPR99], a DDH-based (requires exponentiations) MAC [NPR99], a pairing
based signature [Bol03] and an RSA based signature [Sho00]. In this section we report on
the performance of these instantiations.

7.1

Implementation Details

PASTA is a generic construction consisting of two building blocks: a threshold oblivious
pseudo-random function and a threshold token generation scheme. We implement PASTA
with the 2HashTDH TOPRF protocol of Jarecki et al. [JKKX17] and the aforementioned
TTG schemes (see Appendix C for their descriptions) to obtain four types of tokens. To the
best of our knowledge, most of these TTG schemes were not implemented before.
We implement pseudorandom functions (PRFs) using AES-NI and hash functions using
Blake2 [bla]. The elliptic curve operations, pairing operations, and RSA operations are
implemented using the Relic library [AG]. The key length in AES-NI is 128 bits. The cyclic
group used in 2HashTDH TOPRF and the DDH based MAC is the group G1 on 256-bit
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Ingredients.
− A threshold token generation scheme
TTG := (TTG.Setup, TTG.PartEval, TTG.Combine, TTG.Verify).
− A threshold oblivious PRF
TOP := (TOP.Setup, TOP.Encode, TOP.Eval, TOP.Combine).
− A symmetric-key encryption scheme
SKE := (SKE.Encrypt, SKE.Decrypt).
− A hash function H.
GlobalSetup(1κ , n, t, P) → (JskK, vk, pp).
− Run TTG.Setup(1κ , n, t) to get (JtskK, tvk, tpp).
− Set ski := tski for all i ∈ [n], vk := tvk and pp := (κ, n, t, P, tpp).
SignUp(C, pwd) → ((C, msg1 ), . . . , (C, msgn )).
− Run TOP.Setup(1κ , n, t) to get (JkK, opp).
− Compute h := TOP(k, pwd) and hi = H(hki) for i ∈ [n].
− Set msgi := (ki , hi ) for i ∈ [n].
Store(SKi , C, msgi ) =: reci,C .
− Parse msgi as (ki , hi ).
− Set reci,C := (ki , hi )
Request(C, pwd, x, T ) → ({(C, x, reqi )}i∈T , st).
− If |T | < t, output ⊥.
− Pick a ρ at random. Run TOP.Encode(pwd, ρ) to get c.
− Set reqi := c for all i ∈ [n] and st := (C, pwd, ρ, T ).
Respond(ski , reci , C, x, reqi ) → resi .
− If reci,C ∈
/ reci , output ⊥. Else, parse reci,C as (ki , hi ).
− Run TOP.Eval(ki , reqi ) to get zi .
− Run TTG.PartEval(tski , Ckx) to get yi .
− Set resi := (zi , SKE.Encrypt(hi , yi )).
Finalize(st, {resi }i∈S ) → tk.
− Parse resi as (zi , ctxti ) and st as (C, pwd, ρ, T ).
− If S 6= T , output ⊥.
− Run TOP.Combine(pwd, {(i, zi )}i∈T , ρ) to get h.
− For all i ∈ T , compute hi := H(hki) and yi := SKE.Decrypt(hi , ctxti ).
− Finally, set tk to be TTG.Combine({i, yi }i∈T ).
(If any of TOP.Combine, SKE.Decrypt or TTG.Combine fail, ⊥ is output.)
Verify(vk, C, x, tk) → {0, 1}.
− Output TTG.Verify(tvk, Ckx, tk).

Figure 8: A complete description of PASTA
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Barreto-Naehrig curves (BN-curves) [BN06]. Pairing is implemented on 256-bit BN-curves.
The key length in RSA based signature is 2048 bits.
In order to evaluate the performance, we implement various settings described below.
The experiments are run on a single server with 2x 24-core 2.2 GHz CPUs and 64 GB of
RAM. We run all the parties on different cores of the same server (1 core per server), and
simulate network connections using the Linux tc command: a LAN setting with 10 Gbps
network bandwidth and 0.1 ms round-trip latency; a WAN setting with 40 Mbps network
bandwidth and a simulated 80 ms round-trip latency.

7.2

Token Generation Time

Table 1 shows the total runtime for a client to generate a single token in the sign-on phase
after registration in our PASTA protocol. We show experiments for various types of tokens
in the LAN and WAN settings and different values of (n, t) where n is the number of servers
and t is the threshold. The reported time is an average of 10,000 token requests. We discuss
a few observations below.
(n, t)

Sym-MAC

Public-MAC

Pairing-Sig

RSA-Sig

LAN

(2, 2)
(3, 2)
(6, 2)
(10, 2)
(10, 3)
(10, 5)
(10, 7)
(10, 10)

1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.6
2.3
3.0
4.1

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
2.1
3.0
3.9
5.4

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
2.1
3.0
3.9
5.4

14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
15.1
16.8
19.1
22.6

WAN

(2, 2)
(3, 2)
(6, 2)
(10, 2)
(10, 3)
(10, 5)
(10, 7)
(10, 10)

81.4
81.4
81.4
81.4
81.7
82.4
83.1
84.2

81.8
81.8
81.8
81.9
82.2
83.1
83.9
85.4

81.8
81.8
81.8
81.9
82.2
83.1
83.9
85.4

94.6
94.6
94.6
94.6
95.0
96.9
99.2
102.8

Table 1: The total runtime (in milliseconds) of our PASTA protocol for generating a single token for
the number of servers n and threshold t in LAN and WAN settings.
Notice that for the same threshold t = 2 and the same type of token, different values of n
result in similar runtime. This is aligned with our construction: for a threshold t, the client
only needs to communicate with t servers, and the communication and computation cost for
every server is the same, hence the total runtime should also be the same. Therefore, the
total runtime is independent of n and only depends on the threshold t. For other values of
threshold t, we only report the runtime for n = 10; the runtime for other values of n would
be roughly the same.
Also notice that for the same (n, t) and same type of token, the runtime in the WAN
setting is roughly the runtime in the LAN setting plus 80 ms round-trip latency. This is
because in our protocol, the client sends a request to t servers and receive their responses
in parallel. The communication complexity is very small, hence the bulk of communication
overhead is roughly the round-trip latency. It is worth noting that the PASTA protocol has
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the minimal two rounds of interaction, and hence this overhead is inevitable in the WAN
setting.
The runtime of public-key based MAC and pairing based signature are almost the same
under the same setting. This is because in our implementation, TTG schemes for public-key
based MAC and pairing based signature are both implemented on the 256-bit Barreto-Naehrig
curves (BN-curves) [BN06] in group G1 . This group supports Type-3 pairing operation and
is believed to satisfy the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption, hence a good fit for
both primitives.
We do not report the runtime for user registration because (i) it is done only once for
every user and (ii) it is more efficient than obtaining a token.

7.3

Time Breakdown

We show the runtime breakdown for three different (n, t) values in Table 2 in the LAN setting.
For each value of (n, t) in the table, the first row is the total runtime, and the second and
third rows are the computation time on the client side and on a single server, respectively.
Sym-MAC

Public-MAC

Pairing-Sig

RSA-Sig

(10, 2)
Client
Server

1.3
1.0
0.2

1.7
1.2
0.4

1.7
1.2
0.4

14.5
2.8
11.4

(10, 5)
Client
Server

2.3
1.9
0.2

3.0
2.4
0.4

3.0
2.4
0.4

16.8
5.2
11.4

(10, 10)
Client
Server

4.1
3.7
0.2

5.4
4.6
0.4

5.4
4.6
0.4

22.6
10.7
11.5

Table 2: Breakdown of runtime (in milliseconds) in LAN setting.
As shown in the table, for the same token type the computation time on a single server
does not vary. On the other hand, the computation on the client grows with the threshold.
Figure 9 shows the dependence of the computation time at the client side on the threshold
t. For all four types of tokens, the computation time grows linearly in the threshold t.

7.4

Comparison with Naı̈ve Solutions

We implement two naı̈ve solutions to compare with our PASTA protocol:
− Plain Solution: The client signs on to a single server with its username/password. The
server verifies its credential and then issues an authentication token using a master secret
key.
− Threshold Solution: This solution utilizes a threshold token generation scheme. The
secret key shares sk1 , sk2 , . . ., skn of the threshold scheme are distributed among the n
servers. The client signs on with its username/password to t servers, where each server
verifies its credential and then issues a share of the token. The client combines the shares
received from the servers to generate the final token.
In the plain solution, a breached server would enable the attacker to (i) recover the master
secret key and (ii) perform offline dictionary attacks to recover users’ passwords. Comparing
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Computation time at the client side (ms)

12
Sym-MAC
Public-MAC
Pairing-Sig
RSA-Sig

10
8
6
4
2
0

2

4

6
Threshold t

8

10

Figure 9: Growth of computation time (in milliseconds) at client’s side with threshold t. (n is fixed
to 10.)

WAN

Sym-MAC

Public-MAC

Pairing-Sig

RSA-Sig

Threshold

LAN

(n, t)
Plain
(10, 2)
(10, 3)
(10, 5)
(10, 7)
(10, 10)

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4

0.4
0.6
0.6
0.9
1.2
1.5

0.4
0.6
0.6
0.9
1.2
1.5

11.3
13.2
13.3
14.4
16.0
18.6

Threshold

our solution with the plain solution presents the extra cost of protecting both the master secret
key and users’ passwords. In the threshold solution, if up to t − 1 servers are breached, then
the master secret key stays secure, but users’ passwords are vulnerable to offline dictionary
attacks. Comparing our solution with the threshold solution gives the extra cost of protecting
users’ passwords.

Plain
(10, 2)
(10, 3)
(10, 5)
(10, 7)
(10, 10)

80.2
80.2
80.2
80.3
80.4
80.5

80.5
80.7
80.7
81.0
81.3
81.6

80.5
80.7
80.7
81.0
81.3
81.6

91.4
93.3
93.4
94.5
96.1
98.8

Table 3: The total time (in milliseconds) it takes to generate a single token through naı̈ve solutions,
for various settings in LAN and WAN networks.

Table 3 shows the total runtime for a client to generate a single token after registration
using the plain solution and the threshold solution for different values of (n, t). The reported
time is an average of 10,000 token requests in LAN and WAN settings. For the same setting
and the same type of token, the runtime in the WAN network is roughly the runtime in the
LAN network plus 80 ms round-trip latency, for the same reason discussed above for the
PASTA protocol. Notice that in the threshold solution, the total runtime is independent of n
and only depends on the threshold t. Hence we only report the runtime for the same n = 10
25

LAN network

Multiplicative overhead of our solution

Multiplicative overhead of our solution

and different thresholds.
20
Sym-MAC
Public-MAC
Pairing-Sig
RSA-Sig

16
12
8
4
3
2
1
0

plain (10,2) (10,3) (10,5) (10,7) (10,10)
Settings of the naı̈ve solutions

WAN network
1.1

1.05
1.04
1.03
1.02
1.01
1

Sym-MAC
Public-MAC
Pairing-Sig
RSA-Sig

0.95
plain (10,2) (10,3) (10,5) (10,7) (10,10)
Settings of the naı̈ve solutions

Figure 10: Multiplicative overhead of our solution in runtime compared to naı̈ve solutions in LAN
and WAN networks.

We compare our solution with the two naı̈ve solutions and show the multiplicative overhead of our solution in Figure 10. The two figures represent the comparison in the LAN and
WAN network, respectively. Different types of tokens are represented in different colors. In
each picture, the first set of four bars represent the overhead of our solution compared to
the plain solution. Note that there is no notion of (n, t) in the plain solution, hence we pick
a setting (5, 3) for our solution to compare with the plain solution. If comparing the plain
solution with other (n, t) settings of our solution, the results would be slightly different. The
remaining five sets of bars in each figure represent the overhead of our solution compared to
the threshold solution for various values of (n, t). When comparing with those, we use the
same (n, t) setting of our solution.
In the LAN network, notice that there is nearly no overhead for the RSA-based token
generation. The overhead for public-key based MAC and pairing based signature is a small
constant. There is a higher overhead for symmetric-key based MAC. This is because the
naı̈ve solutions only involve symmetric-key operations while our solution involves publickey operations, which is much more expensive. This overhead is necessary as we prove in
Appendix D that public-key operations are necessary to achieve a password-based threshold
authentication (PbTA) system.
In the WAN network, since the most time-consuming component is the network latency
in our protocol as well as the naı̈ve solutions, the overhead of our solution compared with
the naı̈ve solutions is fairly small. As shown in Figure 10, the overhead is less than 5% in all
the settings and all token types.
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A
A.1

TOPRF: Proofs
Unpredictability

In this section we prove output unpredictability of our construction. Suppose there exists a
PPT adversary Adv such that
Pr[UnpredictabilityTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t) = 1] ≥

MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn )
+ non-negl(κ).
|X |

(A.1)

We will consider two cases of Adv. In the first case, there exists k ∈ N such that when Adv
calls H1 with k distinct valid (x, y) pairs, MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) < k. In this case, we will use
Adv to break the gap TOMDH assumption. In the second case, for any k ∈ N, when Adv
calls H1 with k valid (x, y) pairs, MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) ≥ k. In this case, we will prove that
information theoretically Formula A.1 does not hold.
First Case There exists k ∈ N such that when Adv calls H1 with k distinct valid (x, y)
pairs, MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) < k. Then we construct an adversary B that breaks the gap
TOMDH assumption (see Definition 3.1).
We construct B as follows. It first receives (p, g, G, g1 , . . . , gN ) from the TOMDH game
One-MoreB (1κ , t0 , t, n, N ), presents pp := (p, g, G, n, t, H1 , H2 ) to Adv and gets back U. It then
generates {αi }i∈U at random, sends {(i, αi )}i∈U to the TOMDH game, and sends {αi }i∈U to
Adv. It then samples x̃ ←$ X , set L := [], set LIST := ∅, and set k := 0. Then B computes
g1αi for i ∈ U, calls O(i, g1 ) to get g1αi for all i ∈ [n] \ U, and computes y1 := g1sk . It adds
(g1 , y1 ) to LIST, sets q = 1, and handles Adv’s oracle queries as follows:
− On Adv’s call to Oenc&eval (): Pick an unused gj where j ∈ [N ], set c := gj , compute
zi ← Eval(ski , c) for i ∈ U and call O(i,Q
c) to get zi for all i ∈ [n] \ U. Use [n] to find
coefficients {λi }i∈[n] and compute yj := i∈[n] ziλi . Add (gj , yj ) to LIST, and increment
q by 1. Compute h := H1 (x̃, yj ), and return (c, {zi }i∈[n]\U , h) to Adv.
− On Adv’s call to Oeval (i, c): Call O(i, c) in the TOMDH game and return the output to
Adv.
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− On Adv’s call to H1 (x, y): If x ∈
/ L, compute H1 (x, y) honestly and return to Adv.
Otherwise, let gj := L[x]. If loggj y = logg1 y1 and (gj , ?) ∈
/ LIST (i.e., (gj , y) is a new
valid pair), increment k by 1, add (gj , y) to LIST, and output LIST in the TOMDH game
if MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) < k. Compute H1 (x, y) honestly and return to Adv.
− On Adv’s call to H2 (x): If x ∈ L, return L[x]; otherwise, pick an unused gj where j ∈ [N ],
set L[x] := gj and return gj to Adv.
Adv’s view in the game UnpredictabilityTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t) is information theoretically indistinguishable from the view simulated by B in the random oracle model. This can be proved
via a hybrid argument:
Hyb0 : The first hybrid is Adv’s view in the real-world game UnpredictabilityTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t).
Hyb1 : This hybrid is the same as Hyb0 except that in the response to Oenc&eval (), c is
randomly sampled as c ←$ G. This hybrid is information theoretically indistinguishable from
Hyb0 because G is a cyclic group of prime order.
Hyb2 : This hybrid is the same as Hyb1 except that the output of H2 (·) is a truly random
group element in G. The indistinguishability of Hyb1 and Hyb2 follows from the random
oracle model.
Hyb3 : This hybrid is Adv’s view simulated by B. It is the same as Hyb2 except that the
random group elements are replaced by gj ’s where j ∈ [N ]. Since gj ’s are also randomly
sampled from G in the TOMDH game, the two hybrids are indistinguishable.
From the construction of B, we know that
MAXt0 ,t (q10 , . . . , qn0 ) = MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) + q,
where MAXt0 ,t (q10 , . . . , qn0 ) is from the TOMDH game, and MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) is from the
unpredictability game. Since MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) < k, the output of B has the following
number of valid pairs:
|LIST| = k + q
> MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) + q
= MAXt0 ,t (q10 , . . . , qn0 ).
Therefore, B breaks the gap TOMDH assumption.
Second Case For any k ∈ N, when Adv calls H1 with k valid (x, y) pairs, MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . ,
qn ) ≥ k.
We define a predicting game in Figure 11. Information theoretically we have that for any
PPT adversary Adv, there exists a negligible function negl s.t.
Pr[PredictingAdv (1κ ) = 1] ≤

k
+ negl(κ).
|X |

We will use Adv to construct an adversary B that breaks the predicting game. The
construction of B is the following. It first runs Setup(1κ , n, t) to generate (JskK, pp), presents
pp to Adv and gets back U. It thens gives {ski }i∈U to Adv. It sets L := [], and then handles
Adv’s oracle queries as follows:
− On Adv’s call to Oenc&eval (): Sample c ←$ G, compute zi ← Eval(ski , c) for i ∈ [n], and
return (c, {zi }i∈[n]\U ) to Adv.
− On Adv’s call to Oeval (i, c): Return Eval(ski , c).
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PredictingAdv (1κ ):
1. for every x ∈ X : h ←$ {0, 1}κ , M[x] := h
2. x̃ ←$ X , h̃ := M[x̃]
3. k := 0
4. h? ← AdvhOi (1κ )
5. output 1 iff h? = h̃
Ocompute (x):
− increment k by 1
− return M[x]
Ocompare (h):
− return 1 if h = h̃; else return 0
Figure 11: Predicting game
− On Adv’s call to Ocheck (h): Call Ocompare (h) and return the output to Adv.
− On Adv’s call to H1 (x, y):
a. If (x, y) ∈ L, let h := L[(x, y)].
b. If (x, y) ∈
/ L and y 6= H2 (x)sk , then sample h ←$ {0, 1}κ and set L[(x, y)] := h.
c. If (x, y) ∈
/ L and y = H2 (x)sk (i.e., (x, y) is a valid pair), call Ocompute (x) to get h.
Set L[(x, y)] := h.
Return h to Adv.
− On Adv’s call to H2 (x): Compute H2 (x) honestly and return the output.
Adv’s view in the game UnpredictabilityTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t) is information theoretically indistinguishable from the view simulated by B in the random oracle model. This can be proved
via a hybrid argument:
Hyb0 : The first hybrid is Adv’s view in the real-world game UnpredictabilityTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t).
Hyb1 : This hybrid is the same as Hyb0 except that in the response to Oenc&eval (), c is
randomly sampled as c ←$ G. This hybrid is information theoretically indistinguishable from
Hyb0 because G is a cyclic group of prime order.
Hyb2 : This hybrid is the same as Hyb1 except that the output of H1 (·) is a truly random
string. The indistinguishability of Hyb1 and Hyb2 follows from the random oracle model.
Hyb3 : This hybrid is Adv’s view simulated by B. It is the same as Hyb2 except that x̃
is not sampled in the game, but sampled in the predicting game PredictingB (1κ ), and that
H1 (x, y) for valid (x, y) pairs are sampled in predicting game. Since these values are randomly
sampled in both hybrids, they are indistinguishable.
Therefore, if Adv breaks the game UnpredictabilityTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t), then B breaks the
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predicting game:
Pr[PredictingB (1κ ) = 1]
MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn )
≥
+ non-negl(κ)
|X |
k
+ non-negl(κ).
≥
|X |
This is information theoretically impossible, leading to a contradiction, and hence concludes
the proof.

A.2

Input Obliviousness

In this section we prove input obliviousness of our construction. Suppose there exists a PPT
adversary Adv such that
Pr[ObliviousnessTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t) = 1] ≥

MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) + 1
+ non-negl(κ).
|X |

(A.2)

We will consider two cases of Adv. In the first case, there exists k ∈ N such that when Adv
calls H1 with k distinct valid (x, y) pairs, MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) < k. In this case, we will use
Adv to break the gap TOMDH assumption. In the second case, for any k ∈ N, when Adv
calls H1 with k valid (x, y) pairs, MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) ≥ k. In this case, we will prove that
information theoretically Formula A.2 does not hold.
First Case There exists k ∈ N such that when Adv calls H1 with k distinct valid (x, y) pairs,
MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) < k. Then we construct an adversary B that breaks the gap TOMDH
assumption (see Definition 3.1). The proof is the same as the first case in Section A.1.
Second Case Whenever Adv calls H1 with a valid (x, y) pair for the k-th time, MAX|U |,t (q1 ,
. . . , qn ) ≥ k at that time.
We define a guessing game in Figure 12. Information theoretically we have that for any
PPT adversary Adv, there exists a negligible function negl s.t.
Pr[GuessingAdv (1κ ) = 1] ≤

k+1
+ negl(κ).
|X |

We will use Adv to construct an adversary B that breaks the guessing game. The construction of B is the following. It first runs Setup(1κ , n, t) to generate (JskK, pp), presents pp
to Adv and gets back U. It thens gives {ski }i∈U to Adv. It samples h̃ ←$ {0, 1}κ , set L := [],
and then handles Adv’s oracle queries as follows:
− On Adv’s call to Oenc&eval (): Sample c ←$ G, compute zi ← Eval(ski , c) for i ∈ [n], and
return (c, {zi }i∈[n]\U , h̃) to Adv.
− On Adv’s call to Oeval (i, c): Return Eval(ski , c).
− On Adv’s call to H1 (x, y):
a. If (x, y) ∈ L, let h := L[(x, y)].
b. If (x, y) ∈
/ L and y 6= H2 (x)sk , then sample h ←$ {0, 1}κ and set L[(x, y)] := h.
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GuessingAdv (1κ ):
1. x̃ ←$ X
2. k := 0
3. x? ← AdvhOi (1κ )
4. output 1 iff x? = x̃
Oguess (x):
− increment k by 1
− return 1 if x = x̃; else return 0
Figure 12: Guessing game
c. If (x, y) ∈
/ L and y = H2 (x)sk (i.e., (x, y) is a valid pair), call Oguess (x). If the output
if 1, then h := h̃; otherwise sample h ←$ {0, 1}κ . Set L[(x, y)] := h.
Return h to Adv.
− On Adv’s call to H2 (x): Compute H2 (x) honestly and return the output.
Adv’s view in the game ObliviousnessTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t) is information theoretically indistinguishable from the view simulated by B in the random oracle model. This can be proved via
a hybrid argument:
Hyb0 : The first hybrid is Adv’s view in the real-world game ObliviousnessTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t).
Hyb1 : This hybrid is the same as Hyb0 except that in the response to Oenc&eval (), c is
randomly sampled as c ←$ G. This hybrid is information theoretically indistinguishable from
Hyb0 because G is a cyclic group of prime order.
Hyb2 : This hybrid is the same as Hyb1 except that the output of H1 (·) is a truly random
string. The indistinguishability of Hyb1 and Hyb2 follows from the random oracle model.
Hyb3 : This hybrid is Adv’s view simulated by B. It is the same as Hyb2 except that x̃
is not sampled in the game, but sampled in the guessing game GuessingB (1κ ). Since x̃ is
randomly sampled as x̃ ←$ X in both hybrids, they are indistinguishable.
Therefore, if Adv breaks the game ObliviousnessTOP,Adv (1κ , n, t), then B breaks the guessing game:
Pr[GuessingB (1κ ) = 1]
MAX|U |,t (q1 , . . . , qn ) + 1
≥
+ non-negl(κ)
|X |
k+1
≥
+ non-negl(κ).
|X |
This is information theoretically impossible, leading to a contradiction, and hence concludes
the proof.

B
B.1

PASTA: proofs
Password safety

PASTA’s password safety primarily relies on the obliviousness of TOP. Intuitively, if we use
a TOPRF on clients’ passwords, then obliviousness of TOPRF would make it hard to guess
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them. Formally, we build an adversary B that can translate an adversary Adv’s advantage
in the password-safety game into a similar advantage in the TOPRF obliviousness game
Obliviousness (Figure 6). B will run Adv internally simulating the password-safety for it,
while playing the role of adversary externally in Obliviousness.
B can implicitly set the targeted client C ? ’s password to be the random value chosen
in Obliviousness. If Adv guesses the password, B can output the same guess. However, to
simulate SecGame properly for Adv, B needs to run the oracles in a way that Adv cannot
tell the difference. In particular, B needs partial TOPRF evaluations zi on the password for
Oresp , the final TOPRF value for Oregister and the randomness ρ used for encoding for Ofinal .
B can take help of the oracles Oeval and Oenc&eval provided by Obliviousness to handle the
first two problems, but there is no way to get ρ in Obliviousness.
Intermediate hybrid. We tackle the latter problem first by going through a hybrid. We
refer to the original game as Hyb0 and the new game as Hyb1 . Hyb0 is described in Figure
13; it basically replaces Π in Figure 7 with PASTA. Hyb1 is described in Figure 14. In Hyb1 ,
several oracles behave differently for the targeted client C ? . Oreq evaluates the TOPRF in
advance for C ? . It stores the partial evaluations zi and the final result h in LiveSessions itself.
Importantly, it does not store ρ. When Oresp is invoked, it checks if C ? generated reqi for
Si before (reqi ∈ ReqListC,i ). If yes, then zi is picked up from LiveSessions. Now, whether
a zi computed in advance is used in Oresp or not makes no difference from the point of the
adversary because zi is derived deterministically from ki and reqi .
Oracle Ofinal also behaves differently for C ? . First, note that if TOP.PubCombine({zi }i∈T )
is equal to TOP.PubCombine({zi0 }i∈T ), then combining either set will lead to the same value.
The only difference in Hyb1 is that h was computed beforehand. Once again, for the same
reason as above, this makes no difference.
The crucial step where Hyb0 and Hyb1 differ is when the two outputs of PubCombine do
not match. While Hyb0 does not do any test of this kind, Hyb1 simply outputs ⊥. For these
hybrids to be indistinguishable, we need to argue that had the outputs of PubCombine not
matched in Hyb0 , it would have output ⊥ as well (at least with a high probability).
Note that the right zi and h are well-defined for Hyb0 ; they can be derived from pwd and
ρ. If one were to do the public combine test in this hybrid and it fails, then h0 6= h with
high probability. Therefore, using the collision resistance of H, one can argue that h0i 6= hi .
Now, observe that there must be an honest Sj in T , so ctxt0j could only have been generated
by Sj (recall our authenticated channels assumption). When ciphertext ctxt0j , which was
encrypted under hj , is decrypted with h0j 6= hj , decryption fails with high probability due to
the key-binding property of SKE. Thus, Hyb0 returns ⊥ just like Hyb1 .
Reduction. Now that we know that absence of encoding randomness ρ would not prevent
a successful simulation of Ofinal , we come back to the task of exploiting TOPRF obliviousness
to hide the targeted client’s password. Towards this, adversary B is formally described in
Figure 15. When B outputs a message, it should be interpreted as sending the message to the
obliviousness game. Let’s now go through the differences between Hyb1 and B’s simulation
of it one by one.
Simulation of Oregister differs only for C = C ? . In Hyb1 , a randomly chosen password
for C ? is used to compute h, while in B’s simulation, C ? ’s password is implicitly set to be
the random input x̃ chosen by Obliviousness and Oenc&eval is called to get h. Clearly, this
difference does not affect Adv. There is one other difference though: while all of k1 , . . . , kn
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are known in Hyb1 , B knows ki for corrupt servers only. As a result, B defines reci,C ? to be
(0, hi ) for i ∈ [n] \ U.
Like the registration oracle, request oracle behaves differently only when C = C ? . However, one can easily see that the difference is insignificant: while Hyb1 computes c, zi and h
using PwdList[C ? ], B invokes Oenc&eval to get them, which uses x̃.
Finally, B invokes Oeval to get zi in the simulation of Oresp (because it does not know ki
for honest servers) but it is computed directly in Hyb1 . This does not make any difference
either. The important thing to note is that the counter QC ? ,i is incremented if and only if
the counter qi of Obliviousness is incremented. As a result, the final value of QC ? ,i will be
the same as qi . Therefore, B will successfully translate Adv’s probability of guessing C ? ’s
password to guessing x̃.

B.2

Unforgeability

First we handle the easier case of QC ? ,x? < t − |U|. Here C ? could even be corrupt,
so Adv may know its password. Note that QC ? ,x? is incremented on every invocation of
Oresp (i, C ? , x? , reqi ) irrespective of the value of i and whether or not reqi ∈ ReqListi,C ? . So if
QC ? ,x? < t − |U|, Adv simply doesn’t have enough shares to generate a valid token, irrespective of whether C ? is corrupt or not. One can formally prove unforgeability in this case by
invoking the unforgeability of the threshold token generation scheme TTG (Definition 3.3).
We skip the details.
When QC ? ,x? ≥ t − |U|, unforgeability can only be expected when C ? is never corrupted.
We need to show that generating a valid token for (C ? , x? ) for any x? effectively amounts to
guessing C ? ’s password. Indistinguishability of Hyb0 (Figure 13) and Hyb1 (Figure 14) still
holds because it just relies on the properties of PubCombine and authenticated channels.
We now wish to build an adversary B 0 that can use an adversary Adv who breaks the
unforgeability guarantee of PASTA to break the unpredictability of TOPRF. The first natural
question to ask is whether B 0 can break unpredictability of TOPRF in the same way as B
broke obliviousness. Not quite, because there are some key differences in the two settings:
− Even though both B and B 0 get access to an oracle Oenc&eval that both encodes and
evaluates, B’s oracle returns the final TOPRF output h while B 0 ’s oracle doesn’t. So it
is not clear how hi will be generated by Oregister and Ofinal for C ? .
− B was able to use the output of Adv for the password-safety game directly into the
obliviousness game, but B 0 cannot. Adv now outputs a token for the authentication
scheme while B 0 is supposed to guess the TOPRF output h on the (hidden) password of
C ?.
As a result, B 0 ’s behavior differs from B in the following manner. At the start of the
simulation, B 0 picks random numbers r1 , . . . , rn and will use them instead of h1 , . . . , hn in
the registration oracle. LiveSessions cannot contain h anymore, so when it is needed in the
finalize oracle, r1 , . . . , rn will be used once again. If Adv queries H on h0 ki at any time, B 0
will query Ocheck on h0 to check if h0 = h or not. If Ocheck returns 1, then B 0 sends ri to Adv.
This also gives a way for B 0 to guess h. If Adv queries H for some h0 ki and Ocheck returns
1 on h0 , then B 0 just outputs h0 in the unpredictability game. However, we don’t have the
guarantee that Adv will make such a query. All we know is that Adv can produce a valid
token. Hence, we must argue that Adv can produce a valid token only if it queries H on h.
Any token share sent by the i-th server is encrypted with hi . At a high level, Adv needs
to decrypt at least one token share from an honest server, say j-th, to construct a token. The
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SecGamePASTA,Adv (1κ , n, t, P):
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

(JtskK, tvk, tpp) ← TTG.Setup(1κ , n, t)
set ski := tski for all i ∈ [n], vk := tvk and pp := (κ, n, t, P, tpp).
(U, C ? , stadv ) ← Adv(pp)
V, PwdList, TokList := ∅, ReqListC,i := ∅ for i ∈ [n]
ct := 0, LiveSessions = []
QC,i , QC,x := 0 for all C, i ∈ [n] and x
out ← AdvhOi ({ski }i∈U , {SKi }i∈U , stadv )

Ocorrupt (C).
− V := V ∪ {C}
− if (C, ?) ∈ PwdList, return PwdList[C]
Oregister (C).
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

require: PwdList[C] = ⊥
pwd ←$ P
add (C, pwd) to PwdList
(JkK, opp) ← TOP.Setup(1κ , n, t)
h := TOP(k, pwd) and hi := H(hki) for i ∈ [n]
reci,C := (ki , hi ) for all i ∈ [n]
add reci,C to reci for all i ∈ [n]

Oreq (C, x, T ).
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

if PwdList[C] = ⊥ or |T | < t, output ⊥
c := TOP.Encode(PwdList[C], ρ) for a random ρ
set reqi := c for i ∈ [n]
LiveSessions[ct] := (C, PwdList[C], ρ, T )
add reqi to ReqListC,i for i ∈ T
increment ct by 1
return {reqi }i∈T

Oresp (i, C, x, reqi ).
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

require: i ∈ [n] \ U
if reci,C ∈
/ reci , return ⊥; else, parse reci,C as (ki , hi )
if reqi ∈
/ ReqListC,i , increment QC,i by 1
zi := TOP.Eval(ki , reqi )
yi ← TTG.PartEval(tski , Ckx)
set resi := (zi , SKE.Encrypt(hi , yi ))
increment QC,x by 1
return resi

Ofinal (ct, {resi }i∈S ).
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

st := LiveSessions[ct]
parse resi as (zi0 , ctxt0i ) and st as (C, pwd, ρ, T ).
if S 6= T , output ⊥
h0 := TOP.Combine(pwd, {(i, zi0 )}i∈T , ρ)
for i ∈ T , h0i := H(h0 ki) and yi0 := SKE.Decrypt(h0i , ctxt0i )
set tk := TTG.Combine({i, yi0 }i∈T )
add tk to TokList
return tk

Overify (C, x, tk).
− return TTG.Verify(tvk, Ckx, tk)

Figure 13: Hyb0 : SecGame for PASTA
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SecGamePASTA,Adv (1κ , n, t, P):
Same as Hyb0 , except the following oracles behave differently when C = C ? . Below, we describe their behavior
for this case only, highlighting the differences in red. When C 6= C ? , they behave in the same way as Hyb0 .
Oreq (C ? , x, T ).
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

if PwdList[C ? ] = ⊥ or |T | < t, output ⊥
c := TOP.Encode(PwdList[C ? ], ρ) for a random ρ
set reqi := c for i ∈ [n]
zi := TOP.Eval(ki , reqi )
h := TOP.Combine(PwdList[C ? ], {(i, zi )}i∈T , ρ)
LiveSessions[ct] := (C ? , c, {(i, zi )}i∈T , h)
add reqi to ReqListC ? ,i for i ∈ T
increment ct by 1
return {reqi }i∈T

Oresp (i, C ? , x, reqi ).
−
−
−
−

require: i ∈ [n] \ U
if reci,C ? ∈
/ reci , return ⊥; else, parse reci,C ? as (ki , hi )
if reqi ∈
/ ReqListC ? ,i , increment QC ? ,i by 1
if (reqi ∈
/ ReqListC ? ,i ):
− zi := TOP.Eval(ki , reqi )

− else:
− let zi be the value associated with i in the entry (C ? , reqi , . . . , (i, zi ) . . .) in LiveSessions
−
−
−
−

yi ← TTG.PartEval(tski , C ? kx)
set resi := (zi , SKE.Encrypt(hi , yi ))
increment QC ? ,x by 1
return resi

Ofinal (ct, {resi }i∈S ).
−
−
−
−

(C ? , c, {(i, zi )}i∈T , h) := LiveSessions[ct]
parse resi as (zi0 , ctxt0i )
if S 6= T , output ⊥
if (TOP.PubCombine({zi }i∈T ) 6= TOP.PubCombine({zi0 }i∈T )):
− return ⊥

−
−
−
−

for i ∈ T , h0i := H(hki) and yi0 := SKE.Decrypt(h0i , ctxt0i )
set tk := TTG.Combine({i, yi0 }i∈T )
add tk to TokList
return tk

Figure 14: Hybrid Hyb1
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BAdv (1κ , n, t, P):
Same as Hyb1 , except the following oracles are simulated differently when C = C ? . Below, these oracles are
described for this case only, with the differences highlighted in red. Output whatever Adv does.
Oregister (C ? ).
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

require: PwdList[C ? ] = ⊥
add (C ? , unknown) to PwdList
output U, get back {ki }i∈U
query Oenc&eval to get (c, {zi }i∈[n] , h)
hi := H(hki) for i ∈ [n]
for i ∈ [n] \ U , reci,C ? := (0, hi )
for i ∈ U , reci,C ? := (ki , hi )
add reci,C ? to reci for all i ∈ [n]

Oreq (C ? , x, T ).
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

if PwdList[C ? ] = ⊥ or |T | < t, output ⊥
query Oenc&eval to get (c, {zi }i∈[n] , h)
set reqi := c for i ∈ [n]
LiveSessions[ct] := (C, c, {i, zi }i∈T , h)
add reqi to ReqListC ? ,i for i ∈ T
increment ct by 1
return {reqi }i∈T

Oresp (i, C ? , x, reqi ).
−
−
−
−

require: i ∈ [n] \ U
if reci,C ? ∈
/ reci , return ⊥; else, parse reci,C ? as (ki , hi )
if reqi ∈
/ ReqListC ? ,i , increment QC ? ,i by 1
if (reqi ∈
/ ReqListC ? ,i ):
− query Oeval (i, reqi ) to get zi

− else:
− let zi be the value associated with i in the entry (C ? , reqi , . . . , (i, zi ) . . .) in LiveSessions
−
−
−
−

yi ← TTG.PartEval(tski , C ? kx)
set resi := (zi , SKE.Encrypt(hi , yi ))
increment QC ? ,x by 1
return resi

Figure 15: Adversary B
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only way to get this key is by querying H on hkj.
We defer a formal proof to the full version.

C

Threshold Authentication Schemes

In this section, we describe the threshold authentication schemes we implemented. We implemented the following schemes:
− The DDH-based DPRF scheme of Naor, Pinkas and Reingold [NPR99] as a public-key
threshold MAC (Figure 16).
− The PRF-only DPRF scheme of Naor, Pinkas and Reingold [NPR99] as a symmetric-key
MAC (Figure 17).
− The threshold RSA-signature scheme of Shoup [Sho00] as a threshold signature scheme
based on RSA assumption (Figure 18).
− The pairing-based signature scheme of Boldyreva [Bol03] as a threshold signature scheme
based on the gap-DDH assumption (Figure 19).
Ingredients: Let G = hgi be a multiplicative cyclic group of prime order p in which the DDH
assumption holds and H : {0, 1}∗ → G be a hash function modeled as a random oracle. Let
GenShare be Shamir’s secret sharing scheme.
− Setup(1κ , n, t) → (JskK, vk, pp). Sample s ←$ Zp and get (s, s1 , . . . , sn ) ←
GenShare(n, t, p, (0, s)). Set pp := (p, g, G), ski := si and vk := s. Give (ski , pp) to
party i. (pp will be an implicit input in the algorithms below.).
− PartEval(ski , x) → yi . Compute w := H(x), hi := wski and output hi .
− Combine({i, yi }i∈S ) =: tk/⊥. If |S| < t output ⊥. Otherwise parse yi as hi for i ∈ S and
Q
λ
output i∈S hi i,S
− Verify(vk, x, tk) =: 1/0. Return 1 if and only if H(x)vk = tk.
Figure 16: The DDH-based DPRF construction of Naor et al. [NPR99] (public-key threshold
MAC).

D

Necessity of Public-Key Operations

In both the registration phase and sign-on phase of PASTA, we instantiate the TOPRF
component with the 2HashTDH protocol of Jarecki et al. [JKKX17] which uses public-key
operations. Therefore, all the instantiations of PASTA use public-key operations even if the
threshold token generation scheme is purely symmetric-key. This could become a significant
overhead in some cases compared to the naı̈ve insecure solutions (see Section 7.4 for details).
So the natural question is whether public-key operations can be avoided, or, put differently,
is it just an artifact of PASTA and its instantiations? In this section we prove that public-key
operations are indeed necessary to construct any secure PbTA scheme.
In more detail, we prove that if one can construct PbTA that only makes black-box use of
one-way functions, then a secure two-party key agreement protocol can also be constructed
by only making black-box use of one-way functions, which would imply P 6= N P [IR90].
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Ingredients: Let f : {0, 1}κ × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ be a pseudo-random function.

n
− Setup(1κ , n, t) → (JskK, vk, pp). Pick d := n−t+1
keys k1 , . . . , kd ←$ {0, 1}κ for f . Let
D1 , . . . , Dd be the d distinct (n − t + 1)-sized subsets of [n]. For i ∈ [n], let ski :=
{kj | i ∈ Dj for all j ∈ [d]} and vk := (k1 , . . . , kd ). Set pp := f and give (ski , pp) to
party i.
− PartEval(ski , x) → yi . Compute hi,k := fk (x) for all k ∈ ski and output {hi,k }k∈ski .
− Combine({i, yi }i∈S ) =: tk/⊥. If |S| < t output ⊥. Otherwise parse yi as {hi,k }k∈ski
for i ∈ S. Let {sk0i }i∈S be mutually disjoint sets such that ∪i∈S sk0i = {k1 , . . . , kd } and
sk0i ⊆ ski for every i. Output ⊕k∈sk0i ,i∈S (hi,k ).
− Verify(vk, x, tk) =: 1/0. Return 1 if and only if ⊕i∈[d] (fki (x)) = tk where vk =
{k1 , . . . , kd }.
Figure 17: The PRF-based DPRF of Naor et al. [NPR99] (symmetric-key threshold MAC).
Ingredients: Let GenShare be a Shamir’s secret sharing scheme and H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗N be a
hash function modeled as a random oracle.
− Setup(1κ , n, t) → (JskK, vk, pp). Let p0 , q 0 be two randomly chosen large primes of equal
length and set p := 2p0 + 1 and q = 2q 0 + 1. Set N := pq. Choose another large
prime e at random and compute d ≡ e−1 mod Φ(N ) where Φ(·) : N → N is the Euler’s
totient function. Then (d, d1 , . . . , dn ) ← GenShare(n, t, Φ(N ), (0, d)). Let ski := di and
vk := (N, e). Set pp := ∆ where ∆ := n!. Give (pp, vk, ski ) to party i.
− PartEval(ski , x) → yi . Output yi := H(x)2∆di .
− Combine({i, yi }i∈S ) =: tk/⊥. If |S| < t output ⊥, otherwise compute z :=
Q
2λ0i,S
mod N where λ0i,S := λi,S ∆ ∈ Z. Find integer (a, b) by Extended Euclidean
i∈S yi
GCD algorithm such that 4∆2 a+eb = 1. Then compute tk := z a ·H(x)b mod N . Output
tk.
− Verify(vk, x, tk) = 1/0. Return 1 if and only if tke = H(x) mod N .
Figure 18: The threshold RSA-signature scheme of Shoup [Sho00].
Hence this gives us evidence that it is unlikely to construct PbTA using only symmetric-key
operations.
Overview We now give an overview of our proof technique. At a high level, we construct a
secure key-agreement protocol from PbTA in a black-box way. As a result, if one can construct
PbTA that only makes black-box use of one-way functions, then our construction is a secure
key-agreement protocol that only makes black-box use of one-way functions, contradicting
the impossibility result of Impagliazzo and Rudich [IR90].
To construct the secure key-agreement protocol, think of the two parties P1 and P2 in
the key-agreement protocol as a client C and the set of all servers in the PbTA protocol,
respectively. We set the password space to contain only one password pwd, which means the
password of C is known to both parties. Thus P2 , which represents the set of all servers, can
run GlobalSetup and the registration phase of C on its own. Then the two parties run the
sign-on phase so that P1 obtains a token for x = 0. Since both parties know the password,
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Ingredients: Let G = hgi be a multiplicative cyclic group of prime order p that supports pairing and in which CDH is hard. In particular, there is an efficient algorithm
VerDDH(g a , g b , g c , g) that returns 1 if and only if c = ab mod p for any a, b, c ∈ Z∗p and
0 otherwise. Let H : {0, 1}∗ → G be a hash function modeled as a random oracle. Let
GenShare be the Shamir’s secret sharing scheme.
− Setup(1κ , n, t) → (JskK, vk, pp). Sample s ←$ Z∗p and get (s, s1 , . . . , sn ) ←
GenShare(n, t, p, (0, s)). Set pp := (p, g, G), ski := si and vk := g s . Give (ski , pp) to
party i.
− PartEval(ski , x) → yi . Compute w := H(x), hi := wski and output hi .
− Combine({i, yi }i∈S ) =: tk/⊥. If |S| < t output ⊥. Otherwise parse yi as hi for i ∈ S and
Q
λ
mod p
output i∈S hi i,S
− Verify(vk, x, tk) =: 1/0. Return 1 if and only if VerDDH(H(x), vk, tk, g) = 1.
Figure 19: The threshold pairing-based signature scheme of Boldyreva [Bol03].
P2 can emulate the sign-on phase on its own to generate a token for x = 0. The resulting
token is the agreed key by both parties.
Notice that the generated token might not be a valid output for the key agreement protocol, but the two parties can apply randomness extractor to the token and obtain randomness
to generate a valid key. We omit the details here.
The security of the key-agreement protocol relies on the unforgeability of the PbTA
scheme. Intuitively speaking, if there exists a PPT adversary that outputs the agreed token
by P1 and P2 with non-negligible probability, then the adversary is able to generate a valid
token in the PbTA scheme with non-negligible probability, without making any fake requests
to the servers (thus keeping all QC,i to zero), contradicting the unforgeability property. Next
we give provide a formal proof.
Theorem D.1 A secure two-party key agreement protocol can be constructed from any PbTA
scheme in a black-box way.
Proof. Let Π = (GlobalSetup, SignUp, Request, Respond, Finalize, Verify) be a PbTA scheme.
The secure two-party key agreement protocol is presented in Figure 20.
The protocol uses PbTA in a black-box way. Since the tokens tk, tk0 are generated using
the same C, x, and secret key, they are equivalent. Hence the two parties agree on a token
(which can be used to extract randomness to generate a key). Now we show that if there
exists a PPT adversary Adv that outputs the agreed token by P1 , P2 in the key-agreement
protocol, then we can construct another adversary B that breaks unforgeability of the PbTA
scheme.
B does not corrupt any server or client. It then calls Osignup (C) to obtain {msgi }i∈[n] , and
calls Oserver (i, store, msgi ) to register C for all i ∈ T . Then it calls Oreq (C, pwd, 0, T ) to obtain
{reqi }i∈T , and calls Oserver (i, respond, reqi ) to obtain resi for all i ∈ T . B runs Adv with input
being the transcript of the key-agreement protocol, consisting of {(pp, C), {reqi }i∈T , {resi }i∈T },
e from Adv. Then B simply outputs (C, 0, tk).
e
and obtains an output tk
κ
In the security game SecGameΠ,Adv (1 , n, t, P) (Figure 7) for B, we have QC,i = 0 for all
i. By the unforgeability definition, there exists a negligible function negl such that
e = 1] ≤ negl(κ).
Pr[Verify(vk, C, 0, tk)
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Let the password space be P := {pwd}, set n := 2, t := 2, let T be the set of all servers in
Πsym , and set x := 0.
1. P2 executes the following:
−
−
−
−

Run GlobalSetup(1κ , n, t, P) → (JskK, vk, pp).
Run SignUp(C, pwd) → ((C, msg1 ), . . . , (C, msgn )).
Set reci,C := msgi .
Send (pp, C) to P1 .

2. On receiving the first message from P2 , P1 does the following:
− Run Request(C, pwd, x, T ) → ({(C, x, reqi )}i∈T , st).
− Send {reqi }i∈T to P2 .
3. On receiving the message from P1 , P2 does the following:
− Run Respond(ski , reci , C, x, reqi ) → resi for i ∈ T .
− Send {resi }i∈T to P1 .
− Emulate the protocol:
a. Request(C, pwd, x, T ) → ({(C, x, req0i )}i∈T , st0 ).
b. Respond(ski , reci , C, x, req0i ) → res0i for i ∈ T .
c. Finalize(st0 , {res0i }i∈T ) → tk0 .
− Output tk0 .
4. On receiving the second message from P2 , P1 executes the following:
− Run Finalize(st, {resi }i∈T ) → tk.
− Output tk.
Figure 20: Secure two-party key agreement protocol
e is valid with non-negligible probability, leading to a contradiction.
However, Adv’s token tk
Combining the above theorem with the result of Impagliazzo and Rudich [IR90], we have
the following corollary:
Corollary D.2 If there exists a PbTA scheme that only makes black-box use of one-way
functions, then P 6= N P .
This corollary provides us with evidence that it is unlikely to construct PbTA schemes
that only makes black-box use of one-way functions. Notice that we did not rule out the
possibility of getting around this problem by making non-black-box use of one-way functions.
We leave that as an interesting open problem.
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